The Taureme story
Intro
Jude Finch tells her emotive story of the Blue Mountains contribution to the education of
children in the small community of Taureme, 14 kms from the heart of Hatobuilico.

Story
In June 2011 I was working as an AVI in Dili based with APSC-TL (Beba Sequierra and Laura
Abrantes) and I was asked if I wanted to collect some of a container full of gear from the Dili
wharves. When I heard the gear was materials for schools, I jumped at the opportunity.
Getting the truck load of paper, blackboards, boxes of pens and so on (plus a fridge and
second hand clothing) is a story in itself but not my
main story right now. Yellow truck loaded, myself up in
the passenger seat and this precious cargo was driven
the then 6 hour trip to Hatobuilico. I asked advice from
Dona Adelaida, one of the senor teachers at the presecondary school about the best way to divide up the
gear and she suggested offering a quarter each to 4
schools. Three of these we then visited and handed
over the gear, to their enormous excitement. The
fourth school was a mystery to me. Dona Adelaida’s
husband, senor Alexandre, said we would go out to Taureme.
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I was not expecting to walk there! Senor Alex arrived the next morning with a bevy of young
people who loaded themselves with a blackboard, boxes of paper and other school
resources and we headed off. Two and a half hours later, after a new to me and amazingly
beautiful walk up and down steep tracks, through forests, across streams, beside traditional
houses, we arrived at the small community of Taureme. I was truly gobsmacked! The place
was sublime.

Nestled on the steep side of a craggy mountain, with a wide sweep of open grassland
leading to steep cliffs, Taureme itself was picture book, caught from another era in history.
With distant views beyond neighbouring peaks and into deep valleys, thatched roofed
houses and terraced farms dotted the landscape. At that time all the houses were made
from traditional materials and like now were set circling two Uma Luliks (ancient traditional
houses / spiritual places).
On one side was our destination, the small school that the community had built from local
materials with some of the only tin in town as the roof. The walls were see through with
wide spaces between the upright slabs, the floor from hard mud and the tin roof dotted
with holes that the light and rain poured in through. Sounds like an idyllic building?
Absolutely not! Inside were 80 small children sitting cross legged on the ground. No
resources at all – us lugging a blackboard and chalk, exercise books and pens, was like
manna from heaven. The volunteer teachers were just out of high school, enthusiastic and
committed but untrained and totally reliant on oral education.
Why did the community commit much of their scarce resources to set up their own school?
This community was by far the poorest that I had visited. No road, no electricity, no
community infrastructure, no shop, very isolated and located in a beautiful but extreme
setting. Yet they valued the education of their children! For children to go to school from
there required the same walk that I had just
undertaken, twice a day, and on no food or
very little. With a local school, however
frugal, there was some opportunity for
education for small children.
I met extraordinary people there. Foremost
the charismatic but quietly spoken senor
Isak who had spearheaded the school. I left
that day determined to make some
difference!

Figure 4 Walking plastic chairs into the old school
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Over the next few months, friends and
family in Australia listened to the story of
this school and this place and sent money
for materials. The first load included plastic
chairs and more chalk and some reading
books and kitchen materials like plates and
spoons and big cooking pots for school
lunches. The government had a school
feeding program where sacks of red beans
were delivered to poor areas and the
community had some of these huge sacks.
Now they could cook up beans for lunch for
the children. There was a donation for desks
and I got wooden ones made in Dili and we
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took them up, truck loads at
a time. Then musical
instruments - a guitar and a
drum. Balls and bats. Each
time, I would phone senor
Isak or wait to see someone
from the community at the
market near where I was
living and amazingly the
next day I would have
another smiling group of
young people at my door
ready to load up and walk
out to Taureme. Sometimes
with visitors and often
alone, I went back and back
to Taureme.

Then in the enormous winds that wreak havoc each year in February or so, the small school
was blown down. The Blue Mountains donated a few hundred dollars for nails and wire and
materials. The school was rebuilt and this time using thicker upright poles.
In February 2013 the school was destroyed, yet again. What to do? The only answer was to
start again and construct a proper building. The Blue Mountains committed to this rather
complex project. No builders, only dreamers, amongst us. There was an obstacle or two!
First of all to find a building company, resolved after a long search (going through
government was simply not an option for a reasonably quick response). Then determining a
design that would withstand the unique demands of weather and terrain. We thought we
had this ticked off – site investigations with ‘experts’ and so on. Then the builders visited the
site (some riding ponies, I am told) and they came back saying that they could not do the
job. Why? No road! The community responded and said they would carry every blessed
concrete block and sheet of tin but the builders thought this impossible (tin in pockets …).

How could we have a road built in a country where road work is so limited and there were
priorities for much needed work on major thoroughfares? A whisper led to a plan. Why not
invite the influential and caring vice minister for education to visit the Blue Mountains.
Cover her fares and expenses, hold a public talk to increase our own knowledge of the
advances being made in Timor in education (yes, they were under this visionary woman..
but the start point was far back!) and eat some lunch. Mana Dulce Soares visited the Blue
Mountains, a delightful and delighted guest. She returned and what was to be a temporary
road to get a set of trucks through to Taureme was constructed!
A fabulous three classroom and teacher’s room school was built and opened in 2015 with
enormous pride in the Taureme community, attended by a big group of us from the Blue
Mountains (Romola Hollywood and her father Tom, John and Elaine Telford, Pam Nash and
John Tweedie, Mary Waterford, Gail Clifford, Dave Ludenia and myself with my son Charlie).
All Timorese celebrations are fabulous and hugely memorable but this one took the cake!
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Time went on and the school went from strength to strength. Following recognition by the
Timorese Ministry of Education, it was fitted out with desks and chairs, literacy materials
and sporting gear. Previously volunteer teachers were gradually assessed, trained and put
on salary. International aid agencies provided support for very poor families (child fund type
arrangements). The Blue Mountains, always a friend to Taureme, continued with small
support for water tanks, better toilets and school kitchen facilities. School numbers
burgeoned, with two classes being held at once in the same classroom, children facing
opposite walls and listening to their own teacher.

Meanwhile what has often been referred to as the worst and most terrifying road in Timor
stuck to the hillsides and people started to use it to walk and drive in trucks from Ainaro to
Emera. The village became a central hub and its economic fortune began to recalibrate –
slightly. The road was finished so now it became a direct route, linking the two parts of the
sub-district to each other and to the rest of the country. Power poles were erected with the
promise of electricity to follow.
In 2018, Deb Hayes from Sydney University
and I visited Timor, Hatobuilico and Taureme
(as always). We saw that the school was
thriving and the community were now
focusing on constructing a small grotto or
church (Maslow’s hierarchy!). People were
still poor and had children with very snotty
noses but things looked much more hopeful.
The evening that we visited, massive rains
started. Deb and I holed up and we waited
and waited, diving out in moments when the
torrent ceased a little for meetings or to visit
people. After days and the time looming
when Deb needed to fly out of Timor, we
decided that we needed to drive back to Dili.
What was usually a 5-6 hour drive at worst,
extended to be over 16 hours! This
incorporated digging the car out of massive
mud bogs, sliding across lakes of mud,
crossing swollen rivers, taking numerous
obscure tracks around fallen trees and
powerlines. We crept into Dili in the wee
hours of the morning and laid out to sleep.
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I was woken early with a call from senor Isak, “escola sobu” – the school is destroyed.
Two days later, heartbroken but with the rain subsiding I made the slippery return journey
to Hatobuilico and then out to Taureme to see for myself. The school was in fact destroyed.
The roof was completely blown off, tearing
some of the walls with it. Some lay in
crumpled heaps on the ground around the
school and some inside the battered and rain
ruined classrooms. The community, senor
Isak and I cried together.

Figure 9Roof blown off and community devastated

After a bit of a struggle to find some responsibility and fix, the Blue Mountains community
and I realised that we just had to pitch in, raise more money and rebuild the school. We
promised to the Taureme community that we
would do this, fulfil our earlier commitment to
creating a better future for their children.
We held another Trek, appealed to our ever
generous Blue Mountains community, got a
new design that was more likely to withstand
the vicious winds and set to re-built. In
November 2018, Lesley Sammon and myself
returned to celebrate yet another opening,
this one even more joyous than the first and
joined by the Minister for Education, mana
Dulce.

Figure 10Mana Dulce Soares, Minister for Education
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I am proud of this story. It’s
been rewarding to be part of
this small community’s life and
to see that, with persistence,
we could indeed make a
difference.

Figure 11Traditional ceremony starts opening of school
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